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So many trees have fallen,
and I would like to request
everyone to get involved.

Just step outside your home
and take care of trees planted out-
side, water the trees and plants. If
someone finds an opportunity to
plant some saplings, please do so. It
would be great for the entire nation,
world and the universe
Ajay Devgn, actor, on the
need to plant trees

ARE WE GOING TO SEE 
ROBOT CAMPAIGNERS IN 
2022 ASSEMBLY POLLS?
A

s mass public gath-
erings remain an
obvious danger in
India amid the
lethal Covid-19

waves, you may see humanoid robots
holding campaigns on behalf of the
political leaders in the 2022

Assembly elections. Onestand India Pvt Ltd
has developed a humanoid robot called 'DOOT'

for this purpose, which can communicate and

deliver the impression of a human being with excel-
lent voice recognition, face recognition and ges-
tures. These robots are likely to be seen campaign-
ing for the Assembly polls next year, and according
to the company, they are in talks with the respective
political parties to deploy these robot campaigners
for the state elections next year. Due to the pan-
demic, political leaders are unable to meet even
their party workers. These robot campaigners will
save a lot of time, as multiple humanoids could go to
multiple places at the same time, feel experts.

The states that go to the
polls in 2022 are Uttar
Pradesh, Uttarakhand,
Punjab, Himachal Pradesh,
Goa and Gujarat

FEATURES

1 'Doot' is set to serve the political parties by reach-
ing out to a limited group of people with their mes-
sages amid the pandemic

2 "The robot's rover has a large wheelbase, with an
all-wheel-drive gearbox, which enables it to move
easily even on rough surfaces. Through artificial

intelligence (AI)-enabled voice recogni-
tion, the humanoid robot will address
the public on behalf of the politician,"
Kumar Kanhaiya Singh, Director,
Onestand India, said

3 Questions and interactions will be
reviewed periodically by a team
that will have an answer to common

queries updated after every review

4 Doot is equipped with a custom-
made servo motor, which enables
the full upper body to bend and

raise with ease

5 It can also twist itself with 140
degrees of freedom, making it the only
humanoid in the country to do so

6 HD cameras are located in the head
of the robot, which enables the
operator to have a look at the 

audience and also record the attendees

7 The 4th generation servo motors,
which are indigenously manufac-
tured, barely make any noise, and

are tested to work in hot Indian condi-
tions for long hours without any break-
down or need for servicing

8 The humanoids are built on an alu-
minum frame, with industrial-grade
components

9 The humanoid robot has 10 axes
(joints), which enables it to shake
hands or wave at people

In the Tamil Nadu
Assembly polls in
April, a newly-
formed political out-
fit, India Makkal Munnetra
Katchi (IMMK) introduced
a humanoid robot for 
campaigning for the first
time. Called 'Doozy', the
four-foot-tall robot was
also the party symbol

QIs it a good idea?
Share your views at

toinie175@gmail.com

INTO THE

HOW ANTI-SCIENCE
TWEETS COULD FLAG
A COVID OUTBREAK

A
nti-science, parti-
san tweets like ‘do
not use mask’ or
‘vaccines are of no

use’ could flag a Covid out-
break in a particular region,
scientists have found, a dis-
covery that can help policy-
makers and public health of-
ficials. 

If they see anti-science
sentiment on Twitter grow-
ing in one region of the coun-
try, they can tailor messages
to mitigate distrust of sci-
ence while also preparing for
a potential disease outbreak.
"Now, we can use social me-
dia data for science, to create
spatial and temporal maps of

public opinions along ideo-
logical lines, pro- and anti-
science lines," said Kristina
Lerman, lead author and a
professor at the Viterbi
School of Engineering at Uni-
versity of Southern Califor-
nia. "We can also see what
topics are important to these
segments of society, and we
can plan proactively to pre-
vent disease outbreaks from
happening." The study's ma-
chine-learning assisted
analysis of social media com-
munications offers policy-
makers and public health of-
ficials new tools to anticipate
shifts in attitudes and proac-
tively respond.

corona
update

 Resistance to science, including the efficacy of
masks and vaccines, poses a challenge to conquer-
ing the coronavirus crisis 
 The goal of achieving herd immunity won't hap-
pen until a society achieves consensus about sci-
ence-based solutions, feel experts

Film on New Delhi's pollution menace part of
Cannes Film Festival's new sidebar
F ilmmaker Rahul Jain's Delhi pollution

documentary ‘Invisible Demons’ is part
of the Cannes Film Festival's new

sidebar on climate issues. Titled ‘Cinema for the
Climate’, the new section, will feature one
fiction movie and six documentaries, focusing
on the issue of climate change, the festival has
announced. Jain's ‘Invisible Demons’ is
described as a "shocking documentary" about
pollution in New Delhi and the "invisible
demons" that are the fine particles.

 The five documentaries in the sidebar section
are,'Marcher sur l'eau' (Above Water) by Aissa
Maiga (Niger-France); ‘Animal’ by Cyril Dion
(France); ‘I Am So Sorry’ by Zhao Liang (France -
China); ‘Bigger Than Us’ by Flore Vasseur
(France); and ‘La Panthere des neiges’ by Marie
Amiguet (France)
 Alongside the new programme, Cannes has
announced an environmental action plan to reduce
waste and decrease the festival's carbon footprint
 The 74th edition of the Cannes International
Film Festival will be held from July 6 to 17

Natalie Reyes to lead sci-fi
thriller 'Tomorrow Before After'
'Terminator: Dark Fate' breakout Natalie Reyes will next headline post-
apocalyptic sci-fi thriller film, 'Tomorrow Before After'. Filmmaker
Alfonso Quijada will write and direct the movie, which will be shot in
Colombia later this month, according to Deadline.

 In the movie, Reyes will play an unnamed woman, who struggles
to survive on her own in a post-apocalyptic world, searching for
others, with only a stray dog by her side.  In her quest, she
collides with a world that is collapsed and utterly destroyed, and it
seems, for a long time, that she is the only survivor in the world — until
she discovers one day that she is pregnant. Not understand-
ing how this could be possible, she then begins
to question her own existence

Entertainment

World Yoga Day amid the
pandemic

T he International
Yoga 
Day was observed

across the country and the
globe on Monday. Prime
Minister Narendra Modi
said, the ancient Indian dis-
cipline remains a "ray of hope" and a source of strength for the people in the
fight against the coronavirus pandemic. Addressing a Yoga Day programme, Modi
also announced that in collaboration with the World Health Organisation (WHO),
India has taken another important step, as the world is going to get the power
of 'M-Yoga' application, which will have many videos of yoga training based on
Common Yoga Protocol available in different languages.

Optional exams to be
held tentatively

between Aug 15 and
Sep 15: CBSE tells SC 

I n a new affidavit to the
Supreme Court, CBSE has said
that the results of the Board

Exam 2021 will be declared by July
31. The optional exams, for those
not satisfied with the results as
evaluated based on the Board crite-
ria, will be held tentatively between
Aug 15 and Sep 15, it added. The
disputed cases will be referred to a
committee constituted by the CBSE.
The CISCE will also take into
account the overall performance in
the last six years, as per the evalu-
ation criteria submitted by school
boards before the SC. 

MOVIES

http://nie-images.s3.amazonaws.com/gall_content/2021/6/2021_6$file21_Jun_2021_173257263.pdf


You don’t have to see the whole staircase. Just take the
first step.

-Martin Luther King Jr
FOCUS. LEARN. MASTER
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By the time students reach the 
senior secondary section, they are
expected to have acquired

a reasonable degree of 
language proficiency in English
language. The course at this
level aims at promoting the
higher-order language skills,
required for academic study as well as
the language skills required for the work-
place. 

The techniques used for teaching
the senior graders should promote habits
of self-learning and reduce dependence
on the teacher. 

So, CBSE recommends a multi-skill,
learner-centred, activity-based approach,
of which there can be many variations. 

Sriekala Nair, PGT English, DAV
International School, Kharghar

READ 
INDEPENDENTLY

It is important that students be trained to
read independently and intelligently, 

interacting actively with texts, with the use
of reference materials (dictionary, thesaurus,

etc.) wherever necessary. It is important 
to remember that students should be 

encouraged to interpret texts in 
different ways. Group and pair 

activities can be resorted to when
desired, although many useful 

language activities can be carried 
out individually. 

In general, teachers should
encourage students to interact

actively with texts and with each other.
Oral activity (group discussion, etc.)
should also be encouraged to build 
proficiency in speaking, confidence

and stall away fear.

SILENT
READING

The core classroom activity is likely to
be that of silent reading of

prescribed/selected texts for compre-
hension, which can lead to other forms

of language learning activities such as 
role-play, dramatisation, group discus-

sion, writing, etc., although many
such activities could be carried

out without the preliminary
use of textual material. 

1Short review/dramatisation of the story, 
commentary on the characters, Critical evaluation

of the plot, storyline and characters. 

2Comparing and contrasting the characters within
the story, with other characters in stories by the

same author or by different authors. 

3Extrapolating about the story read or life of 
characters after the story ends defending 

characters actions in the story. 

4Making an audio story out of the novel/text to be
read aloud. 

5Holding a literature fest where students role-play
as various characters to interact with each other. 

6Role playing as authors/poets/dramatists, to
defend their works and characters. 

7Symposiums and seminars for introducing a book,
an author or a theme. 

8Creating graphic novels out of novel or short 
stories they read. 

9Dramatising incidents from a novel or a story. 

10Creating their own stories. 

11Books of one genre to be read by 
the whole class.

The students who are the future of the nation should
be well versed in writing formal reports about events
or occasions and express opinions, facts, arguments in
the form of speech or debates, using a variety of
accurate sentence structures.

The board has suggested a few sample
activities to help teachers in 
conceptualising an effective teaching
model and strategy complementing the
objectives laid out in the curriculum.

INTERACTING 
WITH TEXTS

Sail into yet another 
year of online classes

Children crave familiarity. They feel
secure, have a sense of safety and
automatically behave better -

because they know what to expect. Routine
creates a form of conditioning in their
minds; and most importantly (for us), it
makes our job easier. Yes, there could be

one-off tantrums or other struggles along
the way. Try giving them options, like:
'which outfit do you wish to wear?', 'You
can decide the story' etc. Getting their par-
ticipation or giving choices (on what is flex-
ible) makes them feel respected, empow-
ered, and facilitates better cooperation. 

A'digital footprint' is a permanent 
one. What footprints are the students
leaving behind? On their social

media? In comments? In articles?
Do we ensure our children follow class

timing correctly? This is
the age habits and atti-
tudes are being imbibed.
Do we stick to timing that
we set between them?
Remember, children
learn best through
modelling.

Once in a class,
parents must refrain
from nudging or com-
pelling the child to say a

right answer or speak up.

Yes, encouragement and prompts are
indeed good, but let us ensure it does not
cross over to a place where negative emo-
tions are generated inside the little hearts.
When we encourage and emphasise more on

their effort rather than
just the results, their
attitude switches to a
'growth-oriented' one
rather than 'a tempo-
rary results' oriented
one. 

A growth oriented
attitude is a resilient

and optimistic one; it
urges them to pick

themselves up from small
failures and try again. 

Most of us are tempted to
do this; we don't want
them to get hurt, so we

cover up for their faults. I can-
not reiterate how important it
is that children learn to take
responsibility for their
actions. They need to learn
how to handle a situation con-
fidently and respectfully.

Creating accountability is very
important and that can be fos-
tered only when they are taught
to acknowledge their mistakes.
Please remember correcting a
child can be done respectfully
(and by implementing conse-
quences) without sham-
ing and condemn-
ing the child.

F
irstly, big congratula-
tions to each and
every parent! The

last year presented a lot
of challenges, especially in
our personal lives, and you
adapted. Not only did you
adapt, you nurtured your
children, fed them, guided
them, sorted fights, han-
dled tantrums, entertained
them and more! Do not
take this accomplishment
as a trivial one. As we
enter into yet another
year of online classes,
here are some tips that
may make this sail a
smooth one.

'Netiquettes', 'Routine
management', 'Time man-
agement' etc., are some
words we kept hearing
over the last year. I am not
again telling 'what' they
are, but instead, wish to
emphasise on WHY they
are important for the
child's personal growth.

It is important that we are in
touch with their teachers and
express our expectations with

each other right from the start and
follow up. Greater clarity in com-
munication will help the school

serve the child much bet-
ter.

A ROUTINE

COVERING UP MISTAKES

NETIQUETTES

CLEAR 
COMMUNICATION 

Utopia is a vision of 
society that is so ideal that it
is unlikely to exist. We all like

to wander away in our dreamland
where everything is perfect and there
are no worries. More likely than not
our dreams are subjected to personal
desires and interests. But Frédéric
Sorrieu was no such man, he
dreamt of a world of only
democratic and social
republics while aristocra-
cies were just starting to
cripple.

This got me thinking
what would a utopian world
look like for a millennial like myself in
a socio-political sense? In my eyes,
the government was made to parent

us. Making rules, making
sure we follow the said rules
and if not penalising us and
disputing riots among sib-
lings sound very much like
the three organs of the gov-
ernment. But what if they
grow up and are mature
enough they don't need to
be parented? In other words,
what if everyone just fol-
lowed and never broke the

law? The legislature
would just make the laws and

the citizens would follow
it. This eliminates the
requirement of the execu-
tive and judiciary to quite

an extent, saving resources
and decreasing taxes. A fair

and transparent media would still
exist to keep the legislature in check. 

It is true that such a world will

probably not exist anytime in the
near future but that's probably what
Frédéric Sorrieu also thought. But he
stands corrected as Democracy
becomes the norm in today's world. It
is practically impossible for everyone
to stay lawful all the time, but maybe
it is something to hope for?

TANISHKA WAGH, class X, Ganges
Valley School, Hyderabad

MY THOUGHTS FROM THE CHAPTER
RISE OF NATIONALISM IN EUROPE,

HISTORY, CLASS X, CBSE

IS UTOPIA POSSIBLE?IS UTOPIA POSSIBLE?IS UTOPIA POSSIBLE?

Hannah Masood, Counsellor, 
The Choice School, Ernakualm

QUICK REVISION
(a) In each of the following items, sentence A
is complete, while sentence B is not. Complete
sentence B, making it as similar as possible to
sentence A. Write sentence B in each case.
[5]

EXAMPLE:

(0) (A) All nooks and corners were checked.
(B) No……..………………………………
Answer: (0) No nook or corner was left unchecked.
1 (A) He is so old that he cannot remember events 
of the past.

(B) He is too.……………………………………………..
2(A) As soon as the bell rings, the children run out to play.

(B) No sooner……………………………………………..
3(A) No other planet is as big as Jupiter.

(B) Jupiter………………………………………………..
4(A) He is forgetful as well as careless with his work.

(B) Besides……………………………………………..
5(A) It is probable that the ship will reach the shore.

(B) In all…………………………………………….

(b) Fill in each blank with a suitable word. (Do not write
the sentence.) [5]
1 She turned ________ the offer to work at the factory.
2 To everyone’s surprise, he turned _________ at the party.
3 He broke ________ in the middle of his speech at 

the function.
4 The burglars broke _________ the house when
the family was away.
5 He agreed to carry _________ the manager’s

orders.
6 Sita’s daughter carried __________ the family business when
Sita went abroad.
7 He ran ___________ from home at the age of ten.
8 I ran __________ my old friend in the market place.
9 Her aunt looks _________ her aging grandparents.
10 The Principal looks _________ matters of complaint from
teachers and students.

(c) Fill in the blanks in the passage given below with the
appropriate form of the verb given in brackets. Do not
write the passage, but write the verbs in the correct 
order. [5]

One day I ____________(1)(be) in the lunch line, and there I saw
a pile of apples. The teacher-in-charge ______________(2)(stare)
at me and said, “Just__________(3)(take) one. God
____________(4)(watch)”. So, I _________(5)(take) an apple, and
the line ______________(6)(move) along. At the next table there
______________(7)(be) a pile of chocolate chip cookies.
I____________(8)(not know) what to do. “Psst,” the kid behind
me __________(9)(whisper). “_______________(10)(take) all you
want. God’s watching the apples.”

CLASS XII (ISC)
ENGLISH PAPER 1
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It’s not just a place where you get to learn Einstein’s Theory of
Relativity. It’s also a place where you can think beyond the class-
room. Hence we say, SCHOOL IS COOL!

Some may call him cocky, goofy and irrespon-
sible, but I see him as a loyal friend, a femi-
nist and an amazing detective/genius. That’s

Jake Peralta. She’s seen as a boring nerd, but
actually is the life and soul of the 99th precinct, a
kind person and one of the coolest cops I know.
She’s Amy Santiago. It’s easy to be intimidated by
mean, scary and mysterious Rosa Diaz, but inside,
she does feel love and friendship. I admire her for
her realistic and never-say-die attitude. Even her
darkest days on the streets when everyone aban-
doned her failed to break her, instead she
emerged tougher than ever before. Yes, ‘weak’
and ‘overprotective’ do describe the foodie
Charles Boyle, but so do the phrases ‘a selfless
friend’, ‘hardworking detective’ and ‘fun-loving
doofus’. The lean, muscular sergeant Terry
Jeffords is very sweet, lovable person with a sur-
prisingly gentle and helpful manner. The rule-
stickler, lifeless robot Captain Holt turns out to be
a really brave, intelligent and caring father figure
for the squad. None of these detectives inspire me
individually, but I look upto the whole squad.
Because these fictional characters taught me that
no one is perfect. Everyone is flawed. But the best
team is the one which instead of pointing them

out, highlights the good qualities. They
always have each other’s’ backs, and
that’s why, they are the Nine-Nine.  

Sanisa Patrikar, class X, D.A.V Public
School, Thane COOL COPS ON TV

COOLEST  COPS

CLICK HERE: FOR PAGE 3 AND 4

RECREATE, REINVENT
AND REFURBISH

C
reativity is experimenting, tak-
ing challenges, breaking rules,
making mistakes, having fun,
inventing and learning some-

thing in an innovative way. Keeping in
mind the overall and holistic develop-
ment of the students, D.A.V Public
School, Thane, conducted activities to
unleash the hidden talents of children.
Ensuing the vacation in the month of
May along with the moods of the chil-
dren, the activity primarily focused on
recreate, reinvent and refurbish, so that
they can deploy themselves into some-
thing creative, innovative and which

arouse the students’ interest. Un-
doubtedly, it witnessed the swarm of
participants in all the fields, whether
it was… 
1. Solo Vocal (Any non-filmy song) 
2. Solo Instrumental (Any musical In-
strument; any non-filmy song) 
3. Solo Dance (Classical/semi-classi-
cal/Folk/Patriotic)   or 
4. Creative Craft- (Card Making/Origa-
mi Article/Craft-Best out of Waste)  

The ingenious budding stars of the
school veritably showcased a  pletho-
ra of creative performances. The
mandatory participation brought  forth

the hidden talents of even those who
were not able to recognise their skill
earlier. Their interest and novel ideas
could  be witnessed in their presenta-
tions of solo instrumental/ vocal/
dance, photo/PDF of Creative Craft.

Needless to state that, the children’s
appreciative effort and their interest
would surely   continue during vaca-
tion as well, which would definitely
have a therapeutic effect. Creative
crafts and arts provide a platform to
hone their potential immensely and
the children can surely  rejuvenate
themselves during vacation.

Founder’s Day Assembly
S

hri Balaji International
School celebrated its 20th
Founder’s day assembly on
11th June 2021. Inspite of

the pandemic the school celebrat-
ed this day with great fervour and
enthusiasm  through a Virtual As-
sembly. Although the assembly was
online, our students and teachers
were just as  enthusiastic and en-
ergetic to celebrate the two decade
long journey of our school. The
event began by remembering The
Almighty with a short prayer and
was then followed by a presenta-
tion that surely brought back
memories of the school that has
grown from strength to strength,
the students who left the portals of

the school and the varied events like the assem-
blies, inter house and interschool competitions
etc., conducted by the school which surely made
us and our teachers realise how much our school
has grown, over the years. Later, a few photo-
graphs of our students practicing and partici-
pating in the RSP Competition were also shown.
Lastly, Our Principal Mrs. Indira Aarons en-

lightened us with a few words of wisdom. She
also told us about how our Vice principal Mrs.
Pooja Shringarpure has completed 20 years and
she continues to be a pillar of support to the
school. The assembly concluded with a closing
prayer. Overall, The assembly was a great suc-
cess and all the students and teachers were glad
to participate in this auspicious occasion.

‘’Strive for continuous improvement instead of
perfection”

N
.L. Dalmia High School believes in the ho-
listic development of each student. Train
your buddy is a unique activity organised
by the school that covers areas like poet-

ry, singing, painting, music, acting, dancing, story-
telling, science experiments, math concepts and
computer skills. These inductions pave the way for
well -organized learning and inculcate leadership

qualities among students.
The primary students of Grade I to V partici-

pated in various activities showing linguistic skills,
conserving nature, best out of waste, wardrobe
makeover, jewellery designer and junior chef. Train
your buddy is a unique digital platform created for
the students, that gives them enormous opportu-
nities to showcase their talent. It focuses on creat-
ing opportunities for collaboration and learning to-
gether.

Peer learning is effective

WORLD OCEANS DAY CELEBRATION 
‘The cure for anything in this
Planet is Salt water, Sweat,
Tears and the Sea.’

W
orld Oceans Day is
observed every
year on 8th June to
create awareness

among human beings of the
benefits they have enjoyed from
the ocean so far. The day high-
lights the need and necessity to
protect oceans from further de-
terioration.

The United Nations (UN)
declared World Oceans Day as
an official day of importance
in 2008 to not only cele-
brate the vast water body
and its benefits in our
lives but also, to raise
awareness about what can
be done to make it a part
of sustainable develop-
ment.

New Horizon Schol-
ars School has worked on
the 2021 theme, ‘The
Ocean: Life and Liveli-
hoods’ to make  the stu-
dents aware of the rele-
vance of oceans and en-
courage them to help in
the conservation and
preservation of the lives
in the oceans.

All the classes partic-
ipated in different ways to
create innovative methods of Sav-
ing Oceans from pollution. The
young minds drew ocean beds hav-
ing flora and fauna on charts and
budding enthusiasts made PPT’s
that were showed in the Special
Assembly held for the purpose.

Students also had discussions in
Social Science classes on the above
theme. Teachers contributed to
highlight strategies of Saving
Lives in ocean beds and create a
healthier ocean that sustains us
all, no matter where we live! 

Paper mache models
were made by groups of
students who explained
ways to save the oceans
from the potential threat
of pollution and eventu-
ally, how that can reduce
natural catastrophes.

Students spoke at
length on the theme ‘Life
and livelihoods’ after ex-
tensive research work on
the same. Teachers en-
couraged students to par-
ticipate and celebrate the
Day by understanding the
responsibilities that each
one owes towards saving
the Oceans from further
damage.

The Special Assembly held
online ended with a noteworthy
thought and pledge - 

“No water, no life. No blue, no
green.” Let’s join our hands to
save life’s matter and matrix,
mother and medium...

S E N D  T H I S  L E T T E R

NOYONIKA SHARMA, class XI, Apeejay School, Nerul

I leave my town again
I said the same old good-
byes
Everyone knows that this
was meant
Yet the tears shine in their
eyes
I sit here alone in the firing 
Just fighting for my life
But if I don’t make it
Send these letters to my
family waiting for my reply
Send this letter to my little
brother
Tell him I will miss his
annoying self
And even if I said to me he
didn’t matter
I knew I lied to myself
For I have always loved you
the same
Since the day I held you in

my hands
And one day I will be back
again
To once again share those
secrets which no one would
understand
Send this letter to my
mother
Tell her not to cry too
much
For she was my support pil-
lar
And I don’t like seeing her
sad as such
Tell her to smile when she
remembers me
Don’t let her break down
Make her remember of our
happy memories
Tell her one day I will come
back around
Send this letter to my

father
Tell him to hold his chin
high
Let him be the rock he had
always been for his daugh-
ter
Let him be proud of the
child whose hand he always
held by
Tell him to be  strong as
ever
Let him always shine
brighter than the sunlight
Tell him to feel bad for me
never
For I had fought bravely
even in my last fight
Send this letter to my best
friend
Tell her to laugh always
Remind her this is not the
end

For we created our beauti-
ful memories for such days
Tell her to smile at our
inside jokes
Tell her to keepsake my
secrets
And maybe remember me
while she looks at our pho-
tos
But never look back at all

the regrets
Tell them all I shall miss
them forever
And I hope I had been a
good sister
A good daughter
And a good best friend for
her
I have loved all of you from
the start
And death is too weak to
break our bonds apart…  
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Q1:
Which team beat Croatia 1-0

in the European Championship

for the first time in nine attempts?

a) Germany   ❑ b) England   ❑

c) Denmark   ❑ d) Finland    ❑

Q2:
Which Indian cricket

legend was inducted into

the illustrious ICC hall of fame?

a) Vinoo Mankad   ❑ b) Pankaj Roy   ❑

c) Polly Umrigar   ❑ d) Lala Amarnath   ❑

Q3:
Which cricket team

currently tops in the ICC

test rankings, overtaking India?

a) England   ❑ b) Australia   ❑

c) Pakistan   ❑ d) New Zealand   ❑

Q4:
Who holds the current

women’s 100m backstroke

world record of 57.45 seconds?

a) Regan Smith   ❑ b) Taylor McKeown   ❑

c) Kaylee McKeown   ❑ d) Emma McKeon   ❑

Q5:
Name the Men’s doubles

pair who became the first

French pair to win their home

Grand Slam twice.

a) Benoît Paire and Jo-Wilfried Tsonga   ❑

b) Nicolas Mahut and Pierre - Hugues   ❑

c) Richard Gasquet and Nicolas Mahut   ❑

d) None of the above   ❑

Q6:
Czech Tennis star Barbora

Krejcikova completed

singles - doubles title sweep at the

French Open 2021. Name her

doubles partner. 

a) Katerina Siniakova   ❑ b) Petra Kvitová   ❑

c) Karolína Plíšková   ❑ d) Barbora Strýcová   ❑

Q7:
Who won the Azerbaijan
Grand Prix 2021?

a) Pierre Gasly   ❑ b) Lewis Hamilton   ❑

c) Max Verstappen   ❑ d) Sergio Perez   ❑

Q8:
Which player won the
inaugural edition of the 2021

Belgrade Open Tennis Tournament? 
a) Stefanos Tsitsipas   ❑ b) Rafael Nadal   ❑

c) Novak Djokovic   ❑ d) Dominic Thiem   ❑

Q9:
What is the rank of the
Indian women’s hockey team

in the latest International Hockey
Federation world rankings?
a) 5th   ❑ b) 9th   ❑ c) 6th   ❑ d) 10th   ❑

Q10:
Which Indian boxer

won her 2nd Asian

Boxing Championships gold in the

75kg final in Dubai?

a) Pooja Rani  ❑ b) Diksha Arora   ❑

c) Mahira Verma   ❑ d) Nikita Sen   ❑

Q11:
Which Indian Olympic-

bound wrestler has

failed his dope test?

a) Anshu Malik  ❑ b) Sandeep Singh Mann   ❑

c) Sumit Malik   ❑ d) Satyawart Kadiyan   ❑
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ANSWERS: 1. b. England   2. a. Vinoo Mankad 

3. d. New Zealand   4. c. Kaylee McKeown

5. b. Nicolas Mahut and Pierre - Hugues 

6. a. Katerina Siniakova   7. d. Sergio Perez   

8. c. Novak Djokovic   9. b. 9th   10. a. Pooja Rani

11. c. Sumit Malik

QUIZ TIME!

Barbora Krejcikova 

I
ndia’s Olympic body has
slammed as “unfair” strict
rules imposed by the Japan-
ese government on athletes
from several Covid-hit na-

tions for the Tokyo Games start-
ing next month. Tokyo 2020 or-
ganisers said Monday that addi-
tional measures will be used to
reduce infection risks from sev-
eral countries, including India,
that have seen “significant im-
pact from variants” of Covid-19.
The protocols will involve daily
testing of athletes for a week be-
fore they depart for Japan and
for them to “refrain from com-
ing into contact with other teams
for three days after they arrive”
in Japan.

The Indian Olympic Associa-
tion (IOA) said the rules would
cause athletes to lose three cru-
cial training days. “Athletes are
allowed to arrive in the Games
village only five days before their

event,” IOA president Narinder
Batra and secretary Rajeev Mehta
said in a joint statement released
on Saturday. “Now three days will
be wasted, this is the time the ath-
letes need to be moving towards
their mode to peak... highly un-
fair for Indian athletes, who have
worked hard for five years, to be
discriminated against just five
days before the Olympics.”

Training will be impacted

The sports administrators said
11 countries, including India,
Pakistan and the UK, would be
affected. Where can athletes
train? it asked, because “prac-
tice/training areas are never
empty and athletes and officials
of other NOCs are present all the
time. Where and when will the
athletes have their breakfast,
lunch, dinner during these three
days, as everyone has food in the

Games village food hall where
all athletes and officials of oth-
er NOCs (National Olympic Com-
mittees) are present all the time,”
the statement added.

The Tokyo 2020 organisers
said in a statement, “For partici-
pants from areas such as India
that have seen significant impact
from variants, it is necessary that
they follow more stringent rules
than those outlined in the (ath-
letes) Playbook, and are similar
to the existing border control
measures.” The organisers did not
clarify whether athletes from the
affected countries would be al-
lowed to train in the three days
after their arrival. Batra said last
week that Indian athletes will be
fully vaccinated before the Games,
starting July 23. The country has
eased some lockdown restrictions
in recent weeks as it emerges from
a brutal surge in infections and
deaths in April and May. AFP

IOA says Japanese govt’s measures for athletes from Covid-hit nations will mean athletes will lose crucial training days 

Billy Gilmour

C
oco Gauff returns to
the scene of her Gra-
nd Slam breakthr-

ough at Wimbledon later
this month but the Ameri-
can says she is not feeling
any pressure to repeat her
heroics of 2019 when she
reached the fourth round
as a 15-year-old. Gauff will
play at the Eastbourne In-
ternational as she prepares
for another tilt at Wimble-
don, cancelled last year due
to the COVID-19 pandemic.
Now 17 and ranked world
No. 23, Gauff said her
Wimbledon debut felt like
“a long time ago”.

“People might expect
me to feel pressure going
into it, but I don’t really feel
any pressure,” said Gauff,
who reached the quarter-fi-
nal at the French Open ear-

lier this month before los-
ing to Barbora Krejcikova.
“I’m just going to have fun
and enjoy it. I don’t really
want to push myself to com-
pare my result. “I want to
do better than when I first
went there. I’m thankful for
that experience and it def-
initely helped me as a play-
er and a person.”

Wimbledon begins on
June 28. REUTERS
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A
hard-earned 0-0 draw
against England at Wem-
bley has restored belief
in the Scottish support
that had been shaken by
a 2-0 defeat to the Czech
Republic in their open-

ing match. Victory against the World Cup
finalists should be enough to seal Scotland’s
place in the last 16 as one of the four best
third-placed sides from the six groups,
should they not pip England into second
place in Group D.

Inspired move
to back Gilmour

■  Steve Clarke’s decision to throw
Chelsea midfielder Billy Gilmour in for
his first international start on the biggest
stage proved inspired as the 20-year-old
outshone the Three Lions’ plethora of Pre-
mier League stars to walk away with the
man-of-the-match award. At just 5ft 7in
(1.7m), Gilmour has had to use his speed
of thought and fleetness of foot to become
a rising star for club and country. “Scot-
land have found a playmaker to build
around for the next decade,” former Scot-
land captain Graeme Souness wrote in
The Times. “A proper footballer who can
keep the ball in tight areas and does not
give it away.”

Modric not best placed

■  That description fits perfectly with
Croatia’s own pass master Luka Modric.

Now, 35, the Real Madrid midfielder still
carries his country’s expectations on his
shoulders. His starring role in Croatia’s
run to the World Cup final three years ago
saw Modric become the only man since
2007 to break Lionel Messi and Cristiano
Ronaldo’s grip on the Ballon d’Or. How-
ever, Modric has so far cut a frustrated
figure at the European Championship.

Croatia lack balance

■  Like Scotland, Croatia also need to win
at Hampden to have any chance of
progress to the last 16 after taking just one
point from their opening two games.
“We’re far from how we used to play,” said
Modric after a 1-1 draw with the Czech Re-
public on Monday. Without the energy of
Ivan Rakitic in midfield and the cutting
edge provided by the bulldozing presence
of Mario Mandzukic up front, both of
whom have since retired from interna-

tional football, Croatia have appeared one-
dimensional in their opening two games.
“Right now we’re not the Croatia we all
want,” added Modric, who has already
played 61 games for club and country this
season. “We all have to improve, from the
first player to the last.”

Prospects bright
for Scotland

■  Scotland may not have Croatia’s expe-
rience when it comes coping with the
rigours of three energy-sapping tourna-
ment games in eight days. But they will
have 12,000 of the Tartan Army on their
side at Hampden in their quest for histo-
ry. More importantly, Gilmour’s emer-
gence is the latest case of Scottish play-
ers having the technical quality on top of
the tenacity to compete with the likes of
Modric. The future may look bright for
Scotland, but after so long away from the
top table of international football, there
are no guarantees an opportunity like this
will come around again.

■  Before a ball was kicked at Euro 2020,
Clarke remarked that his players were al-
ready “heroes” but could become “leg-
ends” by making the last 16. Many of leg-
endary figure of Scottish football’s past
such as Souness, Kenny Dalglish and De-
nis Law, tried and failed to make it beyond
the group stage of a major tournament.
Less than a month after lifting the Cham-
pions League, Gilmour can write himself
into national folklore on his first appear-
ance at Hampden. AFP

Coco Gauff

I
ndia’s cricket board (BCCI)
has offered $1.35 million in
financial support to the

country’s National Olympic
Committee, which dropped
Chinese sportswear maker Li
Ning as its official kit partner
citing public sentiment ahead of
the Tokyo Games. The BCCI said
it hoped the “monetary
gesture” would help Indian
athletes bring home a record
number of medals from Tokyo.
Chinese companies have faced a
backlash in India since 20
Indian soldiers were killed in a
clash with Chinese forces in a
Himalayan border dispute last
year. Earlier this month, the
Indian Olympic Association

(IOA) ended its ` 60 million deal
with Li Ning two months before
it was due to expire after the
Tokyo Games. 
The IOA also received support
from MPL Sports Foundation,
which came on board as
principal sponsor in a deal
worth ` 80 million that covers
the Tokyo Olympics, and  Asian
and Commonwealth Games next
year. The IOA also welcomed
JSW Group and dairy product
brand Amul as its Tokyo partn-
ers last week, each bringing in
` 10 million. “We have been
negotiating with different firms
not just for Tokyo but also for
the future events,” IOA Presi-
dent Narinder Batra said.  REUTERS

SPONSORSHIP POURS IN

After a 23-year wait to even reach a major tournament, more
history beckons for Scotland on Tuesday if they can beat Croatia at
Hampden to reach the knockout stage for the first time at Euro 2020

Nothing fazes him, and that’s

why I believe he can get as

many caps as he wants for

Scotland. He’s got a huge future

ahead of him but the here and

now is pretty good as well.

CAPTAIN ANDY ROBERTSON,

on Gilmour’s emergence

GAUFF RELAXED AS
SHE PREPARES FOR

WIMBLEDON RETURN


